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Since 1925 

Description  
Blue Mountain Granite veneer is a full-bodied stone with a medium to coarse grain. The visual appeal of Blue Mountain 
Granite is amplified with layers of deep-sea blue and lush forest green tones and woven with hints of earthy brown. 
 

Standard Sizes 
 Full Thickness Veneer: Available in ashlar, mosaic, and roughly square & rectangular  cuts, 3” to 6” thick. 
 Thin Veneer:  Available in mosaic and ashlar  cuts, .75” to 1.5” thick. 
 Irregular Flagging:  Approximately 1.5” to 3” thick in broken irregular shapes. 
 Wall Stone: Approximately 4” to 12” thick. 
 

Approximate Coverage 
 Full Thickness Veneer: 30 to 35 square feet per ton.   
 Thin Veneer: 14 lbs. per square foot.   
 Irregular Flagging: 65 square feet per ton.   
 Wall Stone: 18 cubic feet per ton. 
 
 

Selling Unit 
Blue Mountain Granite is sold by weight. 
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Blue Mountain Granite 

Roughly Squared/Roughly Rectangular Veneer 
This stone type is cut to resemble squares and rectangles revealing the top face of the stone. 
Roughly squared/ roughly rectangular cuts display a right angle style, but is not intentionally cut to 
achieve an exact 90 degree angle. The style has traditionally been used as decorative facing mate-
rial achieving a timeless look for interior and exterior walls, chimneys, fireplaces and retaining walls. 
For landscaping applications, squares and rectangles may be used as paving stone or flagstone for 
heavy foot traffic paths or walkways. The product can withstand limited vehicular traffic and is not 
intended for load bearing use. 

 
Mosaic Pattern Veneer-Random Material 
Traditionally used as decorative facing material, random mosaic pattern veneer is irregularly 
shaped, revealing the top face of the stone. It may be used in both interior and exterior            
applications. Random mosaic pattern results in unique character when applied to fireplaces,      
chimneys, exterior walls and retaining walls. This material may also be used as paving stone or  
flagstone for paths or walkways that receive heavy foot traffic or limited vehicular traffic. This  
product is not intended for load bearing use. 

 
Ashlar Split Face Material 
Ashlar split face material refers to the face and edging of the stone cut. The split face exposes   
colorful striations of the stone. The edging is naturally broken and is at right angles to the top and 
bottom of the surfaces. As with most of our product applications, this stone cut is traditionally used 
as decorative facing material for both internal and  external walls. Ashlar split face compliments any 
fireplace, chimney or retaining wall project. It may also be used as paving stone or flagstone for 
paths or walkways that  receive heavy foot traffic. The stone may withstand limited vehicular traffic 
and is not intended for load bearing use. 

 
Irregular Flagging Stone 
This flagging stone is cut irregular in shape. Each piece may have many sides or even exhibit 
roughly squared corners. Flagging exposes the top or "natural" face of the stone. It is hand split 
into thin slabs making it ideal for patios, walkways, paths and around pool sides. 

 
Wall Stone 
This Wall Stone is blocky in nature and ideal for exterior freestanding or retaining walls. Wall Stone 
is available in any of our products. Typically, a user may choose one type of Wall Stone for a     
project or create a blend of stone products to achieve distinctive patterns or color schemes. 

 
Thin Wall Stone 
As with all of our wall stones, Thin Wall Stone can be used alone or blended with other products. It 
lends itself to a variety of applications such as building raised flowerbeds and planters. When  
blending Thin Wall stone with other wall stones, users can create more intricate designs. Thin Wall 
stone can also add decorous texture to veneer applications. 

 
Step Slabs and Boulders 
Step Slabs and Boulders bring a dramatic look to your landscaping. A simple stairway down a slope 
in your yard or an entire hill done in slabs and boulders enhance any  property by outlining the  
contours of your property and showcasing stone's natural beauty. Both these products may be used 
to build ponds and waterfalls, complimenting any residential or commercial setting. 


